
PRODUCT DETAILS AND TECHNICAL SPECS

Rainier Shade
Power Screens Save Energy and Cool Naturally

Dynamic by Design
Enjoy the outdoors on your terms! With the touch of a 
button, a power screen from Rainier will enhance your 
home and provide shade, energy savings, and 
ventilation. Rainier has a history of providing 
exceptionally crafted, custom-made retractable shading 
systems. Our tradition of quality guarantees a sound 
investment in your home’s comfort and elegance.

Block the Sun, Not the View

while preserving your outdoor view and allowing you to 
better control your interior lighting. Our product reduces 
glare on computers and television screens and 
diminishes the harmful UV rays that fade furnishings and 
flooring.

RAINIER PINNACLE
COMMERCIAL GRADE

Optional Center Beam, Contemporary or Traditional Cornice Trim

Heavy Duty Strength and Durable 6063 T-6 Aluminum

Widths up to 12’ (Louvers)

Projections from 8’ to 20’ (Single unit)

Dual Walled Louvers for improved climate control and durability

Matte frame finish available in White, Statuary Bronze and Black.
Louvers available in White, Stone, Statuary Bronze and Black

Motorized, with a full line of electronic enhancements

Engineered for up to 60 Ibs/sqft. snow load & up to 130 mph wind load

UNIT DETAILS

The Rainier Pinnacle is a revolutionary outdoor roofing solution that combines style, functionality, and durability.
Our innovative design allows you to easily control the amount of sunlight and shade that enters your outdoor space.

Constructed of high strength aluminum and powder coated in a durable finish, your Pinnacle is built to last.



WARRANTY INFORMATION

Save Energy and Cool Naturally
Cool your home naturally with a Rainier power screen to 
reduce heat gain and decrease your reliance on traditional 
air conditioning. Research has shown that in many homes, 
exterior shading systems can reduce cooling costs up to 
60%. In addition, Rainier is deeply committed to respecting 
and protecting our environment. 

Traditional & Contemporary Design

Our new square housing is a great option for more modern 
or contemporary homes. Our traditional, more rounded 
design is the most popular amongst homeowners and 
where our journey into power screens started.

Side Retention System
Performance Under Pressure

Our SRS™ System is one of the strongest retention 
systems available in the market today. Designed to keep 
the screen mesh stable and allow for worry-free use of 
your screen, even in windy conditions. Unlike other 
screen systems, your Rainier SRS™ power screen can be 
left down when light wind blows.

Recessed SRS™ Option
Design Your Porch 
Around Your Screen

The recessed SRS™ tracks blend 
seamlessly into the house like a 
fine architectural accent. This 
streamlined application is 
designed for installation during 
construction. When the screen 
is lowered, it keeps you cool. 
When it’s retracted, it vanishes.

Cable Option
Sleek, Stylish, and Subtle

The cable option is perfect for homes that call for a 
low-profile approach to avoid interrupting the style or 
architecture. Our screen’s minimalist profile blends in to 
your home’s exterior. Made with the same parts and 
quality as our Side Retention System, cables are used to 
guide the screen fabric as it is lowered or raised.

Frame: 20 Year Warranty* Motor/Electronics: 5 Years*
*To the original purchaser

HARDWARE COLOR OPTIONS

UNIT EXPANDED VIEW

WHITE STONE STATUARY
BRONZE

BLACK

From 8’ to 12’
in widths

7” x 7” Post

9’10¼”9’

From 8’ - 20’
in projections

ALL MATTE FINISHES

(Available for
Louvers ONLY)



Save Energy and Cool Naturally
Cool your home naturally with a Rainier power screen to 
reduce heat gain and decrease your reliance on traditional 
air conditioning. Research has shown that in many homes, 
exterior shading systems can reduce cooling costs up to 
60%. In addition, Rainier is deeply committed to respecting 

Traditional & Contemporary Design

Our new square housing is a great option for more modern 
or contemporary homes. Our traditional, more rounded 
design is the most popular amongst homeowners and 
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Cornice Options:

Structural Options:

WIND & SNOW LOAD COMPARISON

SPECIAL FEATURES

Without Cornice Traditional CorniceContemporary Cornice

Attached Structure OptionFree Standing Option

The Rainier Pinnacle
Snow Load Comparison

The Rainier Pinnacle
Wind Load Comparison

The Rainier
Pinnacle

Other Popular 
Pergola Brands

10 psf 20 psf 30 psf 40 psf 50 psf 60 psf

Up to

6.5X
Stronger

Snow Load Rating in Pounds per Square Foot (psf)

Other Popular 
Pergola Brands

The Rainier
Pinnacle

50mph
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Comparison with Louvers Closed


